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Congratulations to 
 

• Senior Men - bronze medals 
• Senior Women - silver medals 
• Veteran Women - silver medals 
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Ruminations 

 

There has been so much going on that here is another bumper issue to shout about it all. 

It was a fantastic day out at the weekend, brilliant on the Saturday for reccying, with a good forecast lulling 

people into a false sense of security; on the day it was a real ‘pea-souper’ giving pause for thought and some 

concern to certain runners.  Thankfully, no CVFR runners went too far astray (unlike Ambleside Ladies 

among others) and our navigators found all the checkpoints (unlike the first 3 men’s teams home. Say no 

more!) 

 

Elsewhere this month, it was a ‘reet good do’ as always at the Bob Graham Dinner, held bi-annually at the 

Shap Wells Hotel.  Fantastic to be there to see Simon Bourne (2006), Jonathen Emberton (2008) and 

Johnnie Watson (2009) receive their certificates—apologies for lack of photographs.  Anne Johnson was 

called upon as women’s record holder for greatest number of peaks traversed in 24hrs, to present the 2009 

certificates.  Her record stands from 1992.  She is now back on form and still planning a Ramsay round next 

year. 

 

I have to mention the Long Mynd Hike, if only to say it was a ‘new scalp’ for me as I narrowly pipped 

Johnnie Watson to the post.  This has more to do with who we were teamed up with than running ability 

necessarily, but I am going to claim it as a victory anyway!   Three of us completed the series this year, 

Chris Mawdesley—13th, Johnnie Watson—15th, Clare Kenny—24th (4th Lady). 

 

Happy running and reading 

 
Clare Kenny        
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British Championship Relays 2009 
 
Calder Valley Fell Runners made history this weekend by scooping a whole 
host of team medals at the British fell running Relay Championships in 
Ennerdale, North West Lake District. The ever improving men’s team 
recorded a ‘best ever’ bronze medal finish and impressively the ladies open 
and vet 40 team both won silver medals for their outstanding team 
performances.  
 
Previously, Calder’s best ever finish in the men’s event had been 7th place, 
and the real aim for the team was to try and break into the top 5 by 
matching the same result as in the prestigious Ian Hodgson Relay only two 
weeks ago. The ladies team, having already won gold in both the British and 
English Championships were hoping to add another gold medal to complete 
their triple crown and cap an amazing end to their best ever season. 
 
This year the event was organised by Cumberland Fell Runners and the relay 
was broken into 4 separate legs with a total of 6 runners making up each 
team. Almost 170 teams had entered the competition from all over the UK 
with many international athletes competing, including world triathlon 
champion Alistair Brownlee and GB’s top orienteer, Graham Gristwood. 
Favourites to win the event were local club Borrowdale but with so many top 
clubs competing for the title it was always going to be a hotly contested 
race. 
 
Alex Whittem, who has been in excellent form recently, was first to lead the 
charge for Calder on leg one, a solo route over 5.8 miles. He returned in 15th 
place and completed the route in 42:54, three minutes behind winner Gareth 
Raven of Sale Harriers in 39:22. 
 
The baton was then passed to the formidable duo of Karl Gray and Ben 
Mounsey who had the difficult task of trying to push the team back into the 
top ten. In typical fashion the duo returned from a hard fought leg in 4th 
place overall and less than two minutes behind overall leaders Borrowdale. 
They also recorded the fastest ‘open’ leg of the day in a time of 60:05.  
 
By this point weather conditions had worsened dramatically and the entire 
landscape was covered in a layer of thick mist. Ironically, leg 3 was a paired 
navigation leg which tested the skills of runners to the extreme as they had 
to locate 6 check points with very limited vision of the fells. Luckily, for 
Valley, experienced orienteer, Simon Bourne, ably assisted by the flying 
Irishman Gav Mulholland managed to steer the club safely through to leg 4 
in a very commendable 14th place. They clocked a time of 74:27 on what was 
undoubtedly one of the most testing navigational routes ever in a British 
Championship relay. 
 
Shaun Godsman then had to hold his nerve under pressure as he ran the 
final leg for Calder in an attempt to put the club amongst the medals. It was 
during this leg that three of the top clubs, Mercia, Bingley and Pudsey & 
Bramley all fell victim to the terrible weather conditions by failing to locate a 
key checkpoint. This led to a disqualification for all three at the finish. 
Fortunately Godsman made the most of this opportunity and romped home 
in bronze medal position, running the fourth fastest leg 4 time of the day and 
giving the men’s team their best ever finish in the competition. Pre-race 
favourites, Borrowdale won the gold with Dark Peak hot on their heels in 
silver. Calder Valley’s male vet 40 team also finished in a very commendable 
33rd position overall despite being plagued by illness and injury woes. 
 

Alex leads the way 

Earl Gray & Ron Mounsey 

Fastest leg runners Leg 2 

Navigaters Gav and Simon 
 

Anchor man Shaun 
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 relays cont’d……………. 
 
Not content with one team prize, Calder Valley ladies also added a silver medal to their collection of out-
standing achievements this season.  
The experienced Sally Newman ran a fantastic opening leg to give the team every chance of winning a 
medal, returning home in 3rd position behind British champion Pippa Jackson of Keswick and Lizzie Adams of 
Dark Peak.  
 
Not to be outdone by the men, England international, Jo Waites and Anne Johnson clocked the fastest ladies 
time of the day for leg two and fired the team into second position and gained over two minutes on leaders 
Dark Peak.  
 
Faced then with the difficult task of navigating their way safely through leg 3 were Jo Buckley and Naomi 
Sharrett. The Calder pair pushed Dark Peak all the way, retaining their silver medal position with a solid dis-
play of orienteering in extremely poor weather conditions. 
GB International Helen Fines, showed she was in very ‘fine’ form on the last leg, clocking the fastest time of 
the day for the ladies in an impressive time of 48:37. Showing no signs of fatigue from racing the day before 
in the National road relays, she romped home only a few minutes behind overall winners Dark Peak, with 
Keswick AC taking the bronze. This result has capped a fairytale season for the Calder Valley ladies who were 
only minutes away from winning gold medals in all three of the UK’s top competitions this year. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ladies open team:  Sally, Anne & Jo, Jo B & Naomi, Helen 
 
Calder’s female vet 40 team also added to the celebrations by securing a well deserved second place finish, 
narrowly missing out on gold from Clayton Le Moors but beating Ilkey Harriers for silver.  
Linda Crabtree, continued her run of good form giving the team an excellent start on leg 1. Sue Mitchell and 
Helen Alcock also ran well on leg 2 before handing over to crack orienteer Jackie Scarf and Linda Murga-
troyd. The pair had to draw upon all of their experience on the fells to complete the tricky course as Thirza 
Hyde then cemented the silver medal position with a strong performance on the last leg. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ladies Veterans team:  Linda, Helen & Sue, Jackie & Linda, wee Beastie 
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Hodder Valley 12.09.09 

 
 

Three Shires 19.09.09 

 1  Chris Steale   Borrowdale  1.57.42 

124 Clare Kenny   V45 2.45.48 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Scafell Pike 26.09.09 
1 S 53 Nick Fish Borrowdale FR 00:37 00:54:06 

5 S 58 Alex Whittem Calder Valley FR 00:41 00:58:05 

14 J18 25 Andy Fleet Calder Valley FR 00:46 01:05:55 

18 V45 24 Gary Fleet Calder Valley FR 00:46 01:08:39 

54 J18 26 Tom Thomas Calder Valley FR 00:58 01:21:15 

 

Thieveley Pike Fell Race 26.09.09 
Position Name Club Time  

1 Ben Mounsey CVFR 0:32:2 

7 Steve Smithies CVFR V40 0:34:40 

13 Mark Goldie CVFR V40 0:36:21 

23 Bill Johnson CVFR V40 0:38:18 

45 Rod Sutcliffe CVFR V55 0:44:01 

51 S Grindley CVFR V40 0:45:45 

59 Martin Whitehead CVFR V50 0:46:53 

1st mens team 

 

Norland Moor Trail 10K   27.09.09 

 1 Steve Clawson  Rossendale V40 40.17 

34 Hugh Tooby   V45 55.20 

1 Mark Chippendale Bowland M40 48;53 

4 Steve Smithies Calder Valley M40 51;02 

16 Rob Dobson Calder Valley M 56;56 

57 Hannah Dobson Calder Valley L 72;31 

The  Yorkshireman Off-road Marathon   

13.10.09 
 01 Brian Stevenson & Jon Holah  P&B  3.26.10 

12 Darren Sugden & Sharon Godsman   4.23.17 

Sharon’s first foray into long distance events I be-

lieve and she loved it — Ed. 

 

The  Yorkshireman Half Marathon   

13.10.09 
1 Ben Mounsey  1.36.42 

Well done Ben 

 

Good Shepherd  19.09.09 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2nd mens team 

1st ladies team 

 

Autumn Leaves 03.10.09 

Grin n’ Bear It  03.10.09 

39 Martin Whitehead  MV50  3.14.27 

 
ARENIG FAWR FELL RACE  04.10.09 

 1  Sam Smith  M Eryri 58.41 

10 Helen Fines   64.40 

 

Jo Buckley competed in a Home International  

Orienteering event recently and was 11th in her 

category.  Well Done Jo! 

Whernside Race 26.09.09 

     

Pos Name Category Club Time 

1 Matthew Speake Male DPFR 1.26.27 

4 Jason Stevens Male  1.35.18 

21 Graham Hill MV40  1.47.56 

112 Dave Culpan MV40  2.15.23 

114 Joanna Porter Female  2.15.40 

 1  James Logue            

 3  Gavin Mulholland 

 9  Stephen Smithies 

10 Jonathan Emberton 

 19 Richard Hampson 

21 Anne Johnson     1st Lady 

22 Chris Standish 

23 Bill Johnson 

30  Paul Biddulph 

32  Phil Scarf 

72 Jason Robinson 

76 Linda Hayles       

80 Linda Murgatroyd   

84 Martin Whitehead 

88 Ruth Lund 

89 Gillian Wibsey 

100 Gray 

Pos Name Club Cat Time 

1 
Colin 

Bishop 

Saddle-

worth 
M 1:04:28 

8 
Graham 

Hill 

Calder 

Valley 

MV4

0 
1:10:25 

16 
Bill John-

son 

Calder 

Valley 

MV4

0 
1:13:15 

23 
Ben Fre-

chette 

Calder 

Valley 
M 1:16:56 

52 
James 

Mosley 

Calder 

Valley 
M 1:24:15 

62 
Tony 

Steward 

Calder 

Valley 

MV5

0 
1:27:04 
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Isle of Wight Fellrunning Championship Series 2009 

 

Just thought i would do a report on the isle of wight fell 

running series held on the 19th 20th Sept 2009, from 

Ventnor Winter Gardens, myself , Mark Jelly of Wreake 

Runners, mine and sallys club in Leicester, and Kev 

Naylor from Barrow runners decided to have a go at this 

series way back at the beginning of the year , it soon 

came round and i was quite worried i wouldnt be fit 

enough as i have had a problem with my foot which has 

stopped me training as much as i would have liked, but i 

thought i would give it ago and hope for the best, at least 

with fell running you can walk !! 

The weather was great, although  a bit to warm for run-

ning but lovely for the spectators, the first race was 3m 

700ft and up hill straight away, sally had warned me !!, i 

was still climbing the hill when the front runners were 

heading back down, as it always takes me about 3m to 

warm up i knew this would be a bad race for me ,i fin-

ished in 27m 12, slow but my foot was ok . Mark did 

24m 21 and Kev did 28m 34 . 

Then it was into the sea to ease of those tight muscles ! 

Race two was at 2.30pm so i went for a wlk with my 

partner Tim and Rosie the dog, to keep the muscles 

loose. It was soon time for the race, this was 7m 1500ft, 

same start so uphill for what seemed like miles,  really 

enjoyed this run ,great views and a lovely course, the last 

2 mile being the same as the first run. i finished in 

01.16.49, Mark did 01.11.50 , Kev did 01.26.54. Then 

into the sea again, it felt lovely and seemed to do the 

trick as next morning my legs felt fine and so did my 

foot, so of we set back to Ventnor for race no. 3 , 13m 

1500ft, we set off in the opposite direction so at least we 

had a fairly flat start, then it climbed along the coast road 

before crossing a road and then heading uphill again, it 

was hot and sunny again and hardly any breeze so run-

ning uphill with hedges either side was very hard work 

and most of us walked , i had a few sharp pains in my 

foot, but that went off. This was a lovely course but hard 

even the small inclines seemed like mountains, the last 

probably 4 mile was the same as the day befores 2nd 

race, but the views were great and it was flat for about 

3m !! then it was down hill back to the finish. my time 

was 01.55.21, Mark did 01.47.12 and Kev did 02.12.42, 

then into the sea again !! 

overall positions after 3 races were : 

  

PHILLY 9th, 4th F40  

  

MARK  28th , M40  8th 

  

KEV 55TH,  M40 19th 

  

A great series of fell running which we hope to do again 

next year and hopefully take some more Wreake and 

Barrow runners and hopefully see some Calder runners 

there to ! 

 

Philippa Glover  

Blackshaw Head Fete 05.09.09 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Ruth Lund in action at the Good Shepherd Race 

 

Blackshaw Head Fete race was Ruth’s first fell race this year. 

Well done Ruth, it’s good to have you and all our new  

members on board with Calder Valley. 

 Time Name     

1 37:28:00 James Logue  V40  

4 40:58:00 Jo Waites  F Local 

5 41:25:00 Chris Standish  M Local 

7 42:07:00 Simon Bourne  V40 Local 

8 42:21:00 Graham Hill  V40  

12 43:16:00 Lee Swimwell  M  

13 43:19:00 Anne Johnson  LV44  

21 45:18:00 Paul Biddulph  V40 Local 

22 45:36:00 Robert Dobson  M  

26 47:01:00 Stephen Grimley  V40 Local 

29 47:49:00 Tim Brooks  M Local 

55 57:51:00 Ruth Lund  F Local 
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Langdale Horseshoe AL 14m/4000’   10.10.09 
 

Good to see so many Calder Valley in this classic 

Lakeland race. The start at the Old DG hotel is followed 

by a thrash along the rocky path to Stickle Gill. The 

usual rest stop at the wall crossing at the start of the 

climb up Stickle Gill was bye passed so it was eye balls 

out all the way to Stickle Tarn. The view was breath 

taking as we climbed above the clouds. Thunacra Knot 

was visited in a flash and it was as fast as you can into 

Langdale Combe and the first water stop. A steep climb 

then traverse above Black Crags takes you through the 

gap below Littlegill Heads then on to Angle Tarn and the 

pitched path to Esk Hause and the CP. 

This is where the fun starts. The traverse of the NE 

slopes of Esk Pike is now marked with a clear trod but it 

is rocky and craggy and many like to proceed with 

caution. Cloud and drizzle started as we climbed in to 

Ore Gap. The best line from here is to get on a trod that 

is down the slope from the main path. It is less rocky and 

run able but as the cloud thickened runners started to 

wander every where. 

Bow fell is a rocky horror show and was by now very 

grease. The descent from the summit block has 

numerous variations but you need to get to the top of the 

steep rocky path that climbs from Three Tarns. My 

knees hate this path so I pop round to the west and run 

the scree slope then cut across to the Three Tarns. 

The next mile is some of the most confusing mountain 

country you are likely to run in. If you stick to the path, 

and there are several you go up and over almost every 

Crinkle and never seem to get to the CP on Long top. 

The best way is to boldly follow a downward traverse of 

the western slopes into Rest Gill then climb directly for 

Long Top.  This is best practised! Anne, a friend of mine 

and I spent a good hour or so one very wet and windy 

August afternoon this summer lost hereabouts but it paid 

dividends on race day. 

The short descent off Long top is the crux and is known 

as the bad step. You can queue to climb down or from 

just above the scramble drop on to the eastern slopes and 

zig zag down ledges and into the col below. After the col 

you climb alittle then look for another traversing path to 

miss the final summits and free wheel to Red Tarn. 

 

 

 

You should have saved yourself for this last climb up 

Blisco it is a little swine but once done the race really 

gets under way. Care needs to be take to take the right 

path from the summit. Many have descended towards 

Three Shires instead of heading for the col below Side 

Pike. At the col marshals guided you onto the path that 

drops to the campsite and the finish! 

The Langdale Horse is not as long as some of the 

Lakeland classics but it does give you your monies 

worth of adventure. Well done everyone! 

 

Results  

 

 1 Simon Booth  M V40 Borrowdale 

 2.05.02 

 15 Ron Mounsey  M Sen   2.15.43 

 44 Stephen Smithies M Sen   2.31.20 

 52 Jane Reedy  F LSen Ambleside 

 2.33.14  

 103 Anne Johnson  F LV40   2.46.53 

 105 Bill Johnson  M V40   2.47.06 

 152 Michael Wardle M V50   2.58.10 

 192 Clare Kenny  F LV45   3.14.02 

 213 Rod Sutcliffe  M V55   3.17.03 

 221 Tim Brooks  M V40   3.18.19 

 233 R Greenwood  M V40   3.23.14 

 260 L Murgatroyd  F LV40   3.43.52 

 269 Joanna Porter  F LSen   3.50.20 

 270 Graham Lloyd  M V45  

 3.50.40 

 281 Thirza Hyde  F LV50   3.58.00 

 285 M Whitehead  M V50   4.03.50 

 286 Gail Tombs  F LV55   4.04.0 

 295 Tony Steward  M V55   4.08.30 

 308 Dave Culpan  M V45   4.34.00 

 

NB:  Jason Stevens fell at bad step and gashed his knee 

 

Mike Wardle  

Shropshire Fell Running 
 

As a relatively new inhabitant of these parts, and having spent the last few years enjoying my fellrunning on the Shrop-

shire hills, I thought I’d give you all a flavour of the area and its races and see if I can’t encourage some of you to take a 

road trip down to enjoy another quiet, little-known area of the country.  
 

The Shropshire hills to which I refer are, in the main, those roughly 25 miles west (as the crow flies) of the West Mid-

lands conurbation and are roughly bordered by Shrewsbury to the north and Ludlow to the south.  The three main fell-

running areas within these boundaries are: 
 

• The Long Mynd – a high moorland plateau, not dissimilar to the Calderdale moors,  penetrated by deep “batches” 

or valleys which extend into the heart of the moorland providing stiff climbs  
 

• Across the A49 from the Mynd are the shapely hills of Caer Caradoc, The Lawley and Ragleth Hill. I regard these 

as more picturesque than the Mynd and several classic races take in these hills 
 

• The Stiperstones – to the west of the Mynd rise these rockier hills, topped by tors reminiscent of Dartmoor  
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    Shropshire Hills cont’d………….. 

The Terrain  
There is a big difference between Calderdale and Shropshire in terms of the terrain; one I have had to get used to very 

quickly up here. Naively, I assumed that if you wanted to get from A to B, you just ran in a straight line….I soon learned 

that wasn’t the case up here unless you enjoyed knee-deep bog and thigh high tussocks! 

 

And therein lies the difference, Shropshire consists of grassy slopes, short grass with few tussocks and it is therefore an 

area for very fast running. There’s very little technical ground.  As mentioned earlier, although the hills aren’t big, the 

“batches” that eat into them assist in providing some of the toughest fellrunning outside the Lakes.  

 

The Races  

Long Mynd Valleys weekend – first weekend in February  
Some of you may have done the Valleys race when it was a championship counter a few years ago. If you have, you will 

be wary of it!  At 11.5 miles and 5,000ft, it’s a challenging race in its own right, but the thing that commands respect 

and catches people out is that 3,000 of those feet are crammed into 3 climbs in the last 2 or 3 miles!  A fast middle sec-

tion always leads to some people pushing too hard at that stage and it’s not uncommon to find runners staggering about 

on those climbs.  

 

The nice touch is that, as well as the Valleys race on the Sunday, there is a shorter (3m/800’) Titterstone Clee race on the 

Saturday and prizes are also awarded for combined scores.  

It’s a great weekend and I really urge anyone who fancies a challenge to head down and give it a go.  

 

Stretton Skyline – middle of September (see separate race report) 
If you’ve never been to the Long Mynd or nearby hills and want to see them all in one day, do this race! 

19 miles and 4,450 feet in a loop around the town of Church Stretton. The race initially goes up to the top of the Mynd, 

drops all the way down, takes in the three hills (Ragleth, Caradoc and the Lawley) on the other side of the main road, 

then heads back up to the top of the Mynd before one final fast descent into Carding Mill Valley.  Another ‘sting in the 

tail’ race, that last ascent, up and through the dreaded Gogbatch, often catches out those who’ve  not saved something 

for the climb.   

 

Cardington Cracker  
The Cracker takes place on Sunday 6th December this year….and it really is a cracker! 9 miles and 2700’ It always 

seems to attract wild conditions, 2 years ago, it was difficult to stand up on the tops in the gale force winds. A wonderful 

route, taking in the Lawley (straight up the steepest side – a hands and knees job), Caradoc and Willstone Hill, before a 

flat section along ‘The Wilderness’ (it’s not!) and a fast descent through fields to the finish. A cheery Christmas atmos-

phere prevails in the Royal Oak afterwards!  

 

Long Mynd Hike  

The one I haven’t done yet! Basically, a 50 mile tour of all the above area PLUS further outlying areas including the 

shapely Corndon hill. Starting at 1pm, most people will find themselves still out there through the night!  First w.e in 

October. (Johnnie Moores & I completed last year and Johnnie Watson & I survived the strong winds this year – Ed) 

 

2 Winter Series  
6 races of varying length and difficulty. ‘Points’ are awarded based on your time as a percentage of the top 10 times.  

 

The Long Mynd Valleys is the toughest of the races, with the Cracker being the next hardest but the races at the Bried-

dens in October (near Welshpool) 8 miles/2,400 feet and the Wrekin in April 5.5 miles/1,700ft (and quite often a junior 

championship race) are well worth a visit as well.  

My old club, Newport, organises the Wrekin Wrecker, taking place on 22nd November. Plenty of people will testify 

that, at 8 miles and 2,400ft, it is indeed a wrecker of legs!  

 

3 Summer Series  

Again, 6 races but these tend to be much shorter and are held on Wednesday nights from April to August. Warm sum-

mer nights, with a short dash up a hill before retiring to discuss matters over a beer or two is what fell-running is all 

about! 
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4 Other Races  

There are a few of other races worthy of mention: 

 

Little Stretton to Stiperstones Time Trial  

 
Held on 29 November this year, this race can be run solo or in pairs and the object is to get from Little Stretton (on the 

east side of the Mynd) across to the Stiperstones pub by the quickest route possible.  

It’s a great little event, not taken too seriously and it finishes at one of the best pubs in the area. There is transport 

available one way…but why not make a full day of it, have a few beers in the pub and then run all the way back! 

 

 

Boxing Day Devils Chair Dash  

 

Another race from the Stiperstones pub! If you find yourself in the area for any reason this Christmas, get to this race! 

A quick dash up to the rocky tor known as the Devil’s Chair (it is said locally that the Devil sits in his chair when the 

mist is down!) and back down again…and then a warming fire, a few pints and some food! What more could you 

want?  

If you’re still in the area at New Year, there’s the annual “Morning After” 5 miler on 1st January.  

 

Callow – 5 miles/2,500ft  

 
Worth a mention „cause you don’t get many races outside the Lakes with so much ascent in so few miles! The story 

goes that the organiser had a great rivalry with another runner, who always seemed to pass him on the flatter sections 

but then be caught again on the steep ups and downs. So, asked to devise a new race, Russell put in as many climbs 

and descents as possible so that he’d always beat his rival at Callow!  

 

5 LDWA events  

 

There area couple of LDWA events well worth a mention: 

 

• The South Shropshire Circular  

 

This is held in February each year and always gets fully booked before the end of the previous year. The location and 

route changes each year but it’s generally going to be around the 25 mile mark, with some excellent food at check-

points and at the end! Well worth a visit but get your entries in now!  

 

• Tinsel Trail  

 

A great idea….a long-distance event on the last Saturday before Christmas, so you can feel really smug whilst all your 

friends are queuing to get into town centre car-parks and do their shopping.  

This year, it’s being held over the Stiperstones and promises 25 miles and 3,000ft. What better way to warm up for the 

festivities?  

So, if you fancy getting out of the Calderdale area and trying somewhere different, I urge you to give Shropshire a go. 

Some lovely hills, some fine pubs and some friendly folk.  

Church Stretton is a great place to base yourself, being right at the heart of it all. The aforementioned Stiperstones Inn 

does b&b, cheap food and good beer and is owned by a fellrunner. Alternatively for those who like camping, there’s a 

decent basic campsite over at Little Stretton, just a short walk from the excellent Ragleth Inn.  

 

 

Richard Gilbert, Todmorden Harriers 
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Stretton Skyline BL 18m4450` Sun 13th Sep  2009 
 

Results 

1:   2.32.40 Richard Roberts Eryri Harriers SM 

13: 3.06.15 Val Swingler Shropshire Shufflers FV40 (1St F) 

21: 3.13.15 Gary Parker Calder Valley Fell Runners SM 

31: 3.24.45 Mike Wardle Calder Valley Fell Runners MV50 

47: 3.36.45 Rod Sutcliffe Calder Valley Fell Runners MV55 

59: 3.45.05 Celia Mills Calder Valley Fell Runners FV45 

65: 3.49.55 Tony Steward Calder Valley Fell Runners MV55 

85 finished 
 

Steve Houghton always extolled the virtues of this area and this race. He has run the sixth fastest time and won the 

race in 1994 in a time of 2.28.10. The area is a real shock to anyone who thinks fells don’t exist south of Calder val-

ley. The LongMyndd Valleys FR is a furious AM with 4500’ of climbing and is in 11m in Feb. A good winter train-

ing run!  Many of you will remember the FRA relays at Church Stretton a few years ago. Having never done the 

Skyeline it was with some trepidation that I planned to go snd see what kind of a challenge it had to offer so organised 

a car share with Rod. 

The weather was beautiful after the summer of rain. As you drive into Church Stretton the east side of the valley 

sports a line of steep sided hills whist on the west the land rises steeply on to the plateau of the Longmynd. The race 

starts by running up the Carding valley and to the first CP at Pole Bank the highest top on the Longmyndd Plateau. 

The start is low key and the running pleasant along valley paths then on to open moors. 

At Pole Bank the mood changes as the route heads back down to Little Stretton. It is fast down hill, traversing paths 

then roads through the village.  I got stuck behind a camper van in the village then disaster struck. My calf which had 

been a pain a week or so ago started to hurt again so slowing down I crawled up the shockingly steep Rageth Hill half 

expecting  fellow CVFR’s to come past. None did but I was in two minds whether to drop out in Church Stretton 

which we visited next. 

The calf had not got any worse at Church Stetton so with care I kept on up Caer Caroadoc Hill another shocker and 

committed to the rest of the race. The out and back up Lawley was good because you passed a lot of fellow runners 

and could see where you were placed. Then it was across the valley for the long haul back up onto the Long Myndd 

plateau to then race down Mott’s road back into Church Stretton and the finish. 

It is a good race through beautiful country side. Gary had a good run and Celia was disappointed she had no comple-

tion from other ladies in the club.  It is worth the trip down south! 

Mike Wardle 

 

 

 

 

 

 
   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Celia and Tony at the finish line      

   

 

          

          Rod having a breather on Lawley 
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Langdale  
 

Well what can I say about Langdale, probably one of the most popular and picturesque areas of the Lake District. 
Unfortunately it was shrouded in fog when we arrived on race day but we had been told that it was clear and sunny 
above the clouds. The race set off promptly and true enough the mountains appeared in all their glory as we clam-
bered up to Stickle Tarn. The views behind us were stunning, the mist lay in the valley bottom as the mountains 
poked their heads out above. 
 
Stickle Tarn came and went as we headed out to Thunacar Knott and beyond to Martcrag Moor. As I hadn’t done 
this race before nor recced it  I was unsure about the route and the cut off at Esk Hause. What is it about cut offs 
that always adds that little bit of pressure? Would I get there in time? Would be a shame to be timed out so early. 
 
I arrived at Esk Hause with 10 minutes to spare and followed the line of runners round and beneath Esk Pike to-
wards Bow Fell. Thirza had said it was a rough path and she wasn’t wrong, there were greasy rocks and deep 
bogs to negotiate but we had a laugh as people were slipping and sliding all over the place. As we approached 
Bow Fell, the clag had come down and I was a little worried about route choice so I made sure I ran on quickly so 
as not to get separated from our little group. About 10 or 12 of us stuck together and we meandered round the 
rocks and crags finally dropping down to the Three Tarns and out in to daylight. Another rocky path took us up to 
Crinkle Crags, apparently a notorious place for getting lost as I discovered at the end of the race when runners 
came in having spent hours wandering round in circles. Again I stuck with our little group and we darted round the 
crags in the right direction. I’d always been worried about the Bad Step as I’m not very good with heights but just 
as we arrived I asked the guy behind me where the detour was, me and a couple of other chaps used the little 
path and got down very quickly, it was precarious but better than the step. After this, we’d lost half of our group as 
they were still queuing and waiting for walkers to climb up. We dropped back down in to the valley again just be-
fore Pike O’Blisco and to my surprise there wasn’t another runner in sight just our little group of 6 or so, I had a 
horrible feeling that maybe we’d gone the wrong way but was quickly reassured by another runner that we were ok 
as he’d done the race the year before. One Last climb up to Blisco and we were home and dry. As we left Blisco 
behind, people ran in all directions and I didn’t know who to follow, I ended up with a lady from Ambleside who 
quickly realised that we were going wrong and soon got us back on the right path. We followed the twisty and very 
slippery path back down to the cattle grid, then through some fields to the finish. 
 
I can honestly say I thoroughly enjoyed Langdale. It was more of a run, climb, scramble kind of race which I love 
and treacherous in parts which left some runners with cuts and bruises. When asked later which route I took, I 
couldn’t remember any of it; it had all been a foggy blur. If I’m going to race Langdale again, I need to get up there 
and learn the route, as I can’t count on being so lucky next time! 
 

Linda Murgatroyd 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Calder Valley Runners in action at Good Shepherd 
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My Bob Graham Round          
 

 I decided to have a go at the BGR after a good result in the Lakeland 100. I had a full weekend free, luckily it was a full 

moon and I had the 2 weeks after it booked off already. All good omens?  I had recced most of the route in the past and 

had helped out on Will Stiglier’s round, so only had to make one trip up to the Lakes to recce from Blacksail Pass to 

Keswick. After initial worries about not getting enough pacers, people started to come out of the wood work as I was 

told they would. Before I knew it, I was stood at the moot hall on a windy Friday evening eager to get going. 

 Section one was with Bill Johnson and Mike Wardle and went pretty much to plan. The full moon lit up the night for 

only a few minutes during the climb up Skiddaw before the clag set in. The summits were pretty windy, but luckily 

Halls Fell Ridge was sheltered and it was warm as we descended down to Thelkeld bang on time. 3 minute stop only to 

down rice pudding and a pasty (warmed up by Ben Davies on a car heater) and off Jackie Scarfe, Bill and I went. 

 We climbed into the clag half way up Clough Head but reached that top and Great Dodd on time. Somehow we took the 

wrong line to Watsons Dodd, and got disorientated. After a bit of running around we went back to Great Doods summit 

and tried again, this time with little problem but I had lost 50 minutes. The run up to Helvelyn went ok, but a bit more 

running in circles on the top lost a little more time. And I missed the fence post coming off Dollywagon Pike and went 

the wrong way past Grizdale tarn. I was 1 hour 10 minute down on my 23 hour schedule at Dunmail. I wasn’t too wor-

ried as the worst of the weather had passed, it was now daylight and I knew leg 3 best. 

 More rice pudding and another pasty later, me and Phil Scarf set off. The clag was in and out all morning but this leg 

had none of the navigation problems of the previous. The wet rock from Bowfell onwards was the only problem. I de-

cided to slow down and not risk injury, confident I could pull any time back on the last 2 legs that are much more run-

able. I didn’t bother getting anybody to rope Broad Stand and we took Lord’s Rake up onto Scafell. We dropped down 

onto the scree slope a little too early so didn’t get the fast scree run down into Wasdale. We were almost 2 hours down, 

no stop here as I met up with Chris Cripps and his friend, Will Stiglier and Kerry Jenkin. More rice pudding and a stern 

talking to thanks to Thirza. 

 This leg went without a hitch. Chris (who Anne Johnson had got me in touch with) knew this leg very well, and Kerry 

and Will kept a constant supply of food coming. The sun came out a couple of times and it turned into a pleasant after-

noon run. Once we were off Great Gable, I knew all the rest was easy ground. I didn’t know how I was doing against my 

schedule, but I was confident if didn’t relax I would be ok. I ran through Honister with 2 h 45 m left on the clock, my 23 

hour schedule set 3 hours for leg 5. I knew I had picked up some good time on leg 4 but couldn’t work out how much. I 

knew it would be tight, and the pressure was getting exciting. More words from Thirza reinforced the fact that I had to 

work for it if I wanted it. 

  On the way up Dale Head with Rod Sutcliffe and Paul Frecette the views were fantastic. It was sunny and my spirits 

were high. Rod asked if I knew that I was going to do it. I said I was well placed, but that there was no room for compla-

cency. We got to Robinson, the last top, with 90 minutes left. I knew my schedule gave 100 minutes for the run into 

Keswick. The run down was great, very grassy and fast. We reached the church with exactly an hour to go. No time to 

change into road shoes, but once on tarmac my feet let me know they were tired and that there were a lot of stones in my 

socks. It was good to be able to run and not look at the floor; it gave me time to constantly look at my watch. The roads 

were quiet until Pontinscale. With its shops and people, it felt that we had re-joined the real world. I had 13 minutes left 

when I got to the road in Keswick. I still sprinted the last 500 meters just in case - just in case of what, I am still not sure. 

Thirza and Linda were there to welcome me in as I finished with 10 whole minutes to spare. Many hearty congratula-

tions, a few photos and a telephone call to Lucie later, we headed for the cars and home. 

 13 people were involved in various ways during my round. It’s a big ask to ask somebody to give up part of their week-

end to help you with a personal challenge like this, for the help of my pacers and road support I am very, very grateful. 

Thank you.              Johnnie Watson 
 

  

 

  Thirza provides sustenance and  

  a few harsh words at Wasdale Head 
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                                                                       15 Trigs 
 

Following the 1984 KIMM which was held in the Dark Peak a few DP’ers decided to link together all the trig 

points on the Harvey’s race map.  The start and finish is the Sportsman Pub at Lodge Moor, Sheffield.  

Gd.ref. 282862  The 15 trigs points of the Dark Peak (with 6 figure grid references): 

 
ROD MOOR :  263884  

EMLIN:   240934  

BACK TOR :  198910  

MARGERY HILL :  189957  

OUTER EDGE:  177970  

ALPORT:   129933  

SHELF MOOR:  089948  

COCK HILL:  059962  

HARRY HUT:  045908  

KINDER WEST:  077894  

KINDER LOW:  079871  

BROWN KNOLL:  084851  

BLACKDEN:  129878  

WIN HILL:   187851  

HIGH NEB:   228853 

 

The distance is approx 55 miles depending on route choice and you are allowed 15 hours to cover the route. The 

current record is I’m told held by one Andy Harmer of Dark Peak in 10.05.  

(Please correct me if I'm wrong) 

 

The Route 
This is a point to point challenge; For the most part the route is obvious. 

 

From the Sportsman take the track through the woods and head towards Wyming Brook until you can Cross the 

Snake Pass. Take track up pass Crawshaw Lodge to Rod Moor Trig. Get on to the track that leads to Platts farm, 

turn left at road and follow until a short trespass over Gibraltar rocks, across road to Blindside Lane and straight 

through the woods to the reservoir, go round this and up to Mortimer Road and then to Emlin (Stick to the Grouse 

Butts). Best route to Cartledge, leave pack behind for quick detour to Back Tor and return. Follow trod just North 

of Cartledge Brook to MH then OE, if short of water drop to Lord Edward Howard’s spring. Best route to Alport 

trig is via Ditch Clough. Up to Shelf Moor and onto Cock Hill, Drop down and traverse Shire Hill Anti-Clockwise 

to old Glossop and fill up with food or a beer in the pub! You are now on your way home. 

Head up the road past the golf course then pick your route, either quickly up Worm Stones path or cut up earlier via 

the spring at the Shooting Cabin to Harry Hut. Continue up to Kinder West and on to Kinder Low, Next route 

choice is at Brown Knoll, if you are Lloyd then go direct to Edale and up RR or more correctly follow the Skyline 

route until the detour to Blackden, If the weather is clear look north to the mornings journey, you should be able to 

pick out everything from Back Tor to Shelf Stones, Continue to Crookstone where there is another spring and on to 

Winn Hill. Only one to go, You could be a purist and go direct but most head up New Road until the cattle grid and 

then head direct to High Neb. From here return to the Sportsman via Stanage Pole going south around the Redmires 

Res’s and back for a well deserved pint. 

 

 

Our 15 Trigs 
It started as it always seems to with a beer in the pub; I was asking questions about this long dark Peak route… 

 

With a 5.00am start from the Sportsman we set off in the dark using head torches, it was cool and clear with heavy 

dew but not cold. We’d had plenty of advice on where we could pick up time and soon arrived at Emlin following a 

glorious sunrise. I was dreading the next bit 2 miles of heather bashing, Some how we picked a good line to 

Cartledge Stones where we dumped our packs as we looked towards Back Tor where hundreds of new paving 

stones had been flown in, A quick trip to BT and were back at our packs for a quick breakfast, It was 7.30 and I 

was already down to a vest as we set off for Margery Hill where we met up with a few other Club runners. A brief 

stop and a drink and we were on our way. At Outer edge having been spared by the Bogmonster we were 20 

minutes up on Schedule. 

 

 

 

 

Simon Bourne 
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15 Trigs  cont’d……………. 

 

 

We dropped down Broad Head Clough just missing the Icelandic Airways Wreck to Slippery Stones and had a quick 

cool down in the stream before pushing on along the track to West End, Running along the edge of the remote Alport 

Dale was a delight, We hadn't see any one until the Swamp just before Shelf Stones At this point we were on new 

ground and it was easy to see how you could miss Cock Hill in the mist by which time the sun was well and truly out 

and we had lost the 20 minute advantage. The heat was oppressive as we crossed the Snake in Old Glossop and the 

turn around mark. 

 

The pub seemed to be mocking us as we reluctantly set off up the hot road, We knew we were going to need lots of 

water so we headed for the Harry Hut Spring, It was good to know we were on our way back at last. By the time we 

hit the first of the Kinder Trigs we had been going around 9.00 hours and had dropped 30 minutes behind our planned 

schedule. One of our party was going strong and was dragging us along otherwise we would have dropped much 

more, approaching Brown Knoll such a contrast from the Skyline(was it really only four weeks earlier) it was dry and 

dusty. Kinder was dryer than I can ever remember at this time of year with no water at all at the Down fall. We’d 

never seen so many people on Kinder in their Sunday best; it must have added a couple of miles on the route just to 

go round them all. We seen so many secluded beautiful spots it was nice to know Edale had managed to herd all the 

tourists together at this one spot. 

 

All the Skyline recceing helped keep us going but by Blackden we were starting to run out of water and all we could 

do was to drink in the view to the North and the mornings Trigs. To the east we could see Winn Hill and our last trig 

High Neb which seemed an impossible distance away. By Crookstone I had run out of water and was really struggling 

with the heat, we couldn't find the spring and had no time to waste looking so we had to continue to Win hill. It didn't 

look like we were going to make it but one of our party who was still going strong set off to try and get inside the 15 

hours. We'd left 5 Litres of water at a cache by Yorkshire bridge which was heaven, We drank it all ate some food and 

set off for High Neb with renewed vigour. When we topped out on the last trig the sun was sinking in a stunning pink 

hazy sky.  

 

We left HN needing to be back in less than an hour so we part walked/ran to Stanage pole where we thought we could 

just do it. Don't ask me how but we ran virtually all the way back, as we crossed the fields by the Sportsman Allan

(one of the original instigators) was there to see us in in 15 hours. His son had come in just 15 minutes a head of us. 

Thanks to Al for the inspiration and the pint he bought us it was much needed. 

 

Simon Bourne 
 

 

Juniors Report 
 

Over the summer the juniors have been hauling in medals hand over fist. We managed to bring back 3 Yorkshire 

Championship Medals Edan Whitelaw took Bronze in the U12 race Issy Wharton took Silver in the same age group 

and Max Wharton took Silver in the U14 in a very exciting sprint for the line. Clearly that wasnt enough as Issy went 

on to clinch a Bronze medal in the English Championships completing all 6 races to ensure that she couldnt be beaten 

at the final hurdle or to make sure she didnt fall at the last fell. Its the first National medal that any of our juniors have 

won and its great achievement for Issy and a great inspiration to the others. This time Max couldnt match his sister 

and was tied in the worst place of all 4th which is still a great achievement in it self as his age group nationally is 

packed with great runners. Edan was 6th in his age group followed by Luka Morris who was 8th, Jack Crummett 

(Todmorden runner but we like to think of him as one of our own) 11th Dillon Whitelaw 13th Sam Foster 14th Jack 

Walker 15th and Jack Fillingham 16th. Along with Issy in the U12 girls Chloe Fisher finished in 11th place but would 

surely have been much higher if she had been able to complete the required  4 races. In the u14 girls Rose Mather 

gave the club yet another top 10 finisher in 9th spot. 

yet still that isnt enough as 6 of our juniors took part in the English Schools Championship representing Calder High 

and again Issy came away with the Bronze medal in her age group. Max took Silver in his race and had the 

satisfaction of beating the one runner who had stopped him claiming the Yorks title. They were lucky enough to 

receive their medals from the great Joss Naylor so all in all a great day. 

We ought not to forget Thomas nelson who at just 9 years old is becoming the Andy Fleet of the junior circuit as he is 

turning up everywhere and racing and often coming away with some prize or other as well so he is one to watch for 

the future. 

 

There are two races to go in the junior club championship at Withens in Oct and Shepherds Skyline in Nov so try to 

get along and see for yourself how good they are.                                                         Alistair Whitelaw 
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Ian Hodgson Relay  -  Sunday 4th October 

 

Calder Valley Fell Runners men demonstrated their increasing strength in depth on Sunday with a superb 5th place in 

the annual Ian Hodgson Relay.  This Lakeland mountains relay race is run over four legs with competitors running in 

pairs.  

 

First off for the Calder club were Karl Gray and Ben Mounsey who ran the 4½ mile leg from Sykeside to Kirkstone 

inside the previous course record.  The Calder men finished third, just seconds behind the Dark Peak pairing of Lloyd 

Taggart and British orienteer Matt Speake, and Borrowdale's Simon Booth and Nick Fish.  Bingley Harriers had 

world triathlon champion Alistair Brownlee and his younger brother Jonathan in their ranks, but the pair came un-

stuck descending on the perilous screes, where the normally imperious Brownlee senior took a tumble and needed 

stitches! 

 

Steve Smithies and Gavin Mulholland then took up the mantle for the 7½ mile run to Hartsop and they put in a ster-

ling performance dropping only one place to Pudsey and Bramley's John Heneghan and Nick Leigh. With  

Borrowdale's Jim Davies and Mark Roberts posting a time that was within a minute of the record, it was the Borrow-

dale men who led the race going into the third leg. 

 

Next came a blend of youth and experience with Calder's up-and-coming Andy Fleet pairing up with Hebden Bridge 

based club veteran Gary Webb to carry the baton for 4½ miles to Patterdale.  A decade or so ago, Webb was one of 

the finest fell runners in the land, but he has been plagued with recurring knee injuries for many years and has been 

unable to race, so it was great to see him back in the Lakes in his club vest.  The pair ran well together, but they came 

under pressure from strong Bingley and Keswick teams and dropped to sixth position at the changeover. 

 

Finally, Calder Valley's Todmorden based duo of Shaun Godsman and Alex Whittem took the baton for the anchor 

leg where they managed to overhaul Keswick on the tough 7½ mile leg to the finish.  Borrowdale's Morgan Donnelly 

and Ben Bardsley smashed the leg record and finished first, a full eight minutes clear of Pudsey and Bramley's Hope 

brothers Rob and Danny.  Dark Peak, who had been able to pick a team comprising both traditional fell runners and 

international orienteers, finished third and the ever reliable Bingley Harriers just edged out Calder Valley to finish 

fourth fastest team on the day. 

 

The year started with the Calder men winning the Pennine Bridleway and this performance is further proof that the 

men can go on and emulate the team and relay successes that the Calder women have been enjoying in recent years. 

Jason Stevens 

 

 

 

 

FOR SALE 

 

Road Bike 

 

SPECIALIZED ALLEZ 

 

54 or 56 cm  

 

Paid £599, open to offers 

 

See  Barbara Lonsdale 
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Stretton Skyline 
 

The Stretton Hills and Longmynd stick out in the middle of the relatively flat Shropshire landscape as you approach 

them down the road from the North. Caer Caradoc, one of the hills, is named after an ancient Briton who fought against 

the Roman occupation in the area. This ancient Briton had visited the area the previous year doing the Longmynd 

Valleys race which was tough with some steep climbs so I had an appreciation of what the running might be like. The 

Skyline course contains five main hills, two to the west and three to the east of the main A49 road running through  

Church Stretton and they are linked by crossing the main road and railway line twice during the course of the race.  

As a result the landscape alters dramatically depending on where you are and you can find yourself checking your 

compass bearing on an open heather covered hillside in one section and in another section you are fishing for  

your A to Z to navigate through some of the streets round Church Stretton! 

 

I took the long walk to the start having not seen any other Calder Valley members at the registration but when I got 

there I spotted one CVFR vest and said hello to Celia who I had not met before. While I was trying to glean some 

last minute local knowledge off Celia,  Mike, Rod and Gary appeared just before the start to swell the CVFR 

numbers a bit and soon we were all off running up the Carding Mill valley.  

 

The first climb takes you up by the stream in Light Spout Hollow to the first checkpoint at Pole Bank and then its mainly 

on paths and tracks descending between Grindle and Callow before eventually dropping down to the A49 and a much 

needed water station as it was a warm day. Once across the A49 the next three climbs are all on hills that are volcanic in 

origin which probably explains their steepness! The first of these climbs is up Ragleth Hill followed by a NW descent 

from the summit through Ragleth Wood and then through the streets on the east side of Church Stretton. There were a 

few runners looking a bit lost in this section who tagged on behind me as I ran through them and we eventually arrived 

at the next checkpoint and more water. The next climb was Caer Caradoc which has a long gradually ascending 

approach and a final steep section with a rocky top before the route descends on a long grassy run from the summit to 

the nature reserve at Comley. The climb up the The Lawley is next and you descend down the same route after running 

round the summit checkpoint and visiting the water station at the bottom twice. It was therefore a chance to see and 

cheer on the other Calder Valley runners who were all ahead of me. I didn't see Gary at all though so I figured he was 

having a good run but I saw Mike close to the bottom of the descent and he was also running well and behind him 

near to the top of the climb and beginning their descents were Rod and Celia respectively. 

 

Once The Lawley has been negotiated its a well flagged, cross country, stile hopping section before crossing the 

A49 again followed by the railway line without the help of a bridge! Eventually you appear out of a wood  

at the wonderfully named "Gogbatch" which had a picturesque little picnic area by the stream. That day the picnickers 

had a sideshow as we negotiated a path through them to the start of the final long climb up the Longmynd.  

It was not as steep as the other climbs and is on sections of road and grassy track but it seems to go on forever.  

The final descent is back down through Light Spout Hollow and along the Carding Mill valley through a large 

audience of day trippers to finish on the field of the local cricket club.  

 

The hills looked superb in the good weather we had that day and worth the trip down for them alone but the bits in 

between them were a bit uninspiring so I think, on balance, I prefer the Longmynd Valleys race as its a complete fell 

race and you don't need your A to Z either!  

 

Tony 


